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SiW-ECAL Contributions
to DRD6

SiW-ECAL Prototyping

– 2023: Build a prototype with uniform layers

 (FEV2.1 + 500 μm Sensors)
PCB prod (ongoing), ASICs tests (ongoing),  Gluing improvement 
(ongoing), Metrology + Assembly + metrology; Sampling test of 
wafers; All material avail.

     analysis of existing data (prepare G4 sample ?)

– 2024: Test in beam (standalone, w AHCAL)

    Prepare setup with 2 towers 

• 7–12 layers, same ASUs + 40 Wafers (if funding)

• ➞ Dark , QED exp:𝛄
LUXE@XFEL, EBES@KEK, Lohengrin@ELSA

– 2025: Test a 2 tower design : BT, Experiments 

• If funding (ANR?) prepare for 3 towers for LUXE

– Far Side : new prototype ➞ pilote module (1M ch)

SiW-ECAL Design for Detectors (  ECFA WG3 &ILD)⬌

– 2023: Prepare specifications for low occupancy,    
 continous operations ASICs

• power, rates, etc. Test of various ASICs hypothesis, 
Check for active cooling needs in ECAL

• Specifiy requirement on precision on timing in PFA/PID
Dedicated layers (LGADs) vs Bulk Timing

– 2024:  Prepare design 
• Electronics, DAQ  DRD7.1, 7.2 ⬌

• Integrated cooling, if needed   TF8.2⬌

• Optimisation of the ECAL (granul, resolutions E, t )
• Mechanics & monitoring  TF 8.3, 8.4 ⬌

– 2025:  Blueprint (EDR) of pilote module for Higgs    
 factory

CERN, IFIC, IJClab, KEK, Kyushu, 
LLR, LPNHE, Omega
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Links to other 
DRDs/TFs

All :

– DRD7.2: ASICs, power management

– DRD7.5: DAQ, clock distrib, data 

– DRD8.2: Cooling (Mostly ECAL)

– DRD8.3 & 8.4: Mechanics & Envir 
Monitoring, integration

Si-ECAL, dECAL:

– DRD3.1: R&D on MAPs, SMADs

– DRD3.2: LGADs (timing layer)

< 2030 2030-2035 2035-2040 2040-2045 > 2045

DRDT 1.1    Improve time and spatial resolution for gaseous detectors with long-term stabilityDRDT 1.2    Achieve tracking in gaseous detectors with dE/dx and dN/dx capability in large volumes with very low material budget and different read-out schemesDRDT 1.3    Develop environmentally friendly gaseous detectors for very large areas with high-rate capabilityDRDT 1.4    Achieve high sensitivity in both low and high-pressure TPCs

DRDT 3.1    Achieve full integration of sensing and microelectronics in monolithic CMOS pixel sensorsDRDT 3.2    Develop solid state sensors with 4D-capabilities for tracking and calorimetryDRDT 3.3    Extend capabilities of solid state sensors to operate at extreme fluencesDRDT 3.4    Develop full 3D-interconnection technologies for solid state devices in particle physicsDRDT 4.1    Enhance the timing resolution and spectral range of photon detectorsDRDT 4.2    Develop photosensors for extreme environmentsDRDT 4.3    Develop RICH and imaging detectors with low mass and high resolution timingDRDT 4.4    Develop compact high performance time-of-flight detectorsDRDT 5.1    Promote the development of advanced quantum sensing technologiesDRDT 5.2    Investigate and adapt state-of-the-art developments in quantum technologies to particle physicsDRDT 5.3    Establish the necessary frameworks and mechanisms to allow exploration of emerging technologiesDRDT 5.4    Develop and provide advanced enabling capabilities and infrastructureDRDT 6.1    Develop radiation-hard calorimeters with enhanced electromagnetic energy and timing resolutionDRDT 6.2    Develop high-granular calorimeters with multi-dimensional readout for optimised use of particle flow methodsDRDT 6.3    Develop calorimeters for extreme radiation, rate and pile-up environments

DRDT 7.1    Advance technologies to deal with greatly increased data densityDRDT 7.2    Develop technologies for increased intelligence on the detectorDRDT 7.3    Develop technologies in support of 4D- and 5D-techniquesDRDT 7.4    Develop novel technologies to cope with extreme environments and required longevityDRDT 7.5    Evaluate and adapt to emerging electronics and data processing technologies

DRDT 2.1    Develop readout technology to increase spatial and energy resolution for liquid detectorsDRDT 2.2    Advance noise reduction in liquid detectors to lower signal energy thresholds

DRDT 8.1    Develop novel magnet systemsDRDT 8.2    Develop improved technologies and systems for coolingDRDT 8.3    Adapt novel materials to achieve ultralight, stable and high precision mechanical structures. Develop Machine Detector Interfaces.DRDT 8.4    Adapt and advance state-of-the-art systems in monitoring including environmental, radiation and beam aspectsDCT 1          Establish and maintain a European coordinated programme for training in instrumentationDCT 2          Develop a master’s degree programme in instrumentation

DRDT 2.4    Realise liquid detector technologies scalable for integration in large systems

DRDT 2.3    Improve the material properties of target and detector components in liquid detectors
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